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Existing demand but few sales concluded.
 Prices of our crop are strongly resisting to the NY futures correction. The main reasons for this fact are the
following:

Reduced current crop stocks (about 30-40,000 tons) are not pressing any more ginners to sell lower.
They prefer to either wait for the right timing or transfer these volumes to the next crop.
There is still some demand from Turkey for small volumes, prompt shipments at prices of 59 usc/lb
FOT.
The euro / usd rate is preventing ginner from offering lower. Several sales of the last two months were
considered in the beginning as profitable, but now that the shipment is being done and the usd is much
weaker the margins are tightening.
Apart from these hand to mouth sales to Turkish spinners, Egyptian buyers and international merchants
were not so active during the week. Merchants are focused on their sales as we approach the end of the
season, while Egyptian spinners are focused on cheaper offers (Syrian, Sudanese).



Regarding new crop, according to several cotton seed companies the cotton cultivation in the new crop is
around 185,000 hectares (about 25% less than last year). At the same time the union of Greek cooperatives
(PASEGES) is calculating the acreage at 210,000 hectares. Under favorable weather conditions it is more
likely that the lint production in the coming crop will range between 185,000 - 195,000 tons. So far our crop
is a bit late due to low temperatures over night however in case the weather becomes warmer in the coming
months the crop will gain back this delay.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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